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PartA
,\nswerol/ twelve questions.

Fill in the blanks :

1 A part of the population selected for study is known as 

-.

2 is a comprehensive master plan of the research study.
I research is also called fundamental research.

4 

-- 

is the sequential and systematic procedure of conducting a research.
Choose the correct answer :

5 the sample size should be :
' (a) As small as possible.

G) As large as possible

(c) Bepresentative of the universe as possible.

(d) Minimum 30.

6 which one of the following is a measure of central tendency ?

(a) Mean.

(c) Range.

(b) Dispersion.

(d) Correlation.

(b) Recording.

(d) Analysing.

(b) Questionnaire.
(d) Examination.

7 fire process of checking and veriffing data to detect and correct errors and omission is
called :

(a) Coding.

(c) Editing.

8 It is not a method of data i:ollection :

(a) Schedule.

(c) Intenriew.

Turn over



ilI. Answer inone word:

9 Detail description of certain functional variables and characteristics of a problem

10 A list of well-framed questions deemed to be answered by the respondents.

Ll Research related to some abstract idea or theory.

L2 It is prepared and is filled by investigator himself.
(lzx Yt = 3

Part B

Answer the following iz one or two s€ntencee eaci..
Answer allqwstions,

Each question carries a weiglrtage of L.

13 Describe the merits and demerits of interviews.

L4 How descriptive research is different from applied research ?

15 How will you select a research topic ?

16 Differentiate between Probability and Non-probability sampling.

L7 Describe the relevance of obsen ation in collecting information for research.

18 Functions of a research design.

19 What are the qualities of a researcher ?

20 What are the requisites of a good report ?

2L Discuss the principal objectives of social research.

': ' (9xl=9
' Part C (Short Essays or Paragraph Questions)

wer any five questions.

Each questian corries a wei6htage of 2.

What is a research problem ? IVhat are the main issues in fomulating a research

Discuss in brief various methods of sampling.

Distinguish between research methods and research methodolory.

What is questionnaire ? What are the precautions necessary whole formulating q

Explain the meaning and significance of a research design.

Explain the role of research in management decision-making.

Discuss the advantages of sampling over census method of data collection.
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Pail D (Esaay eueetione)
,4nswer any t*o qtlrrlstians.

Each qucstion carrias o weightage of 4.
29 Explain the various phases in a r.,esear.,ch prooess.
30 Describe the various methods of collecting primary data and comment on their relativeadvantages and disadvantages.

31 Give the meaning of nesearrch. trrhat arc the different types of nesearch ?
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